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Executive summary
An overview of what we’ve found 
and where we should go.
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Discovery overview

Over the last couple of months, Turner & 
Townsend and Radley Yeldar have worked 
together on the Discovery phase of the new 
website project.
During this time we have undertaken a number 
of research exercises to help immerse us in the 
world of T&T, onboard various stakeholders 
and set the ambition for the new T&T website 
and beyond.
Over the next few pages we have set out what 
we feel are the five strategic points we need to 
address in developing the new site. These have 
been distilled from the wider research which we 
have broken down in subsequent chapters.
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The key to the success of the development of the 
T&T site is addressing  
the following factors:
1.  The difference – Telling a compelling story 

for T&T and your website.
2.  The proof – Providing clarity on what you 

do and who you do it for.
3.  The priority – Creating an audience-

centric experience.
4.  The quality – Posting content that will keep 

people coming back.
5.  The action – Changing the mind set  

of T&T content creators.
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The difference

Turner & Townsend is working in a crowded 
marketplace. You have traditional competition 
from the likes of EC Harris and Arcadis and, 
increasingly, playing in the same markets as 
the big four professional services firms. 
It’s essential that T&T’s proposition both drives 
and resonates throughout the new website.
The insights
From a culmination of the research streams – surveys, 
interviews, workshops, document reviews and audits – 
we can say with certainty the trends that have come out 
around the purpose, motivations, vision, advantages and 
credibility that T&T offer.
Your independence is a virtue that has and continues 
to differentiate T&T from much of the competition. 
The rich heritage and experience, pared with compelling  
proof-points globally, sets you apart. The client centricity 
of the organisation and the desire to focus on what’s 
important and make things simpler and more efficient  
has come through repeatedly. 

1
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The recommendations
We have written a core story that we feel should drive 
the website in terms of architecture, tone of voice, calls 
to action and experience.  

The decisions for you at this stage
Does the core story miss anything important?

Does this differentiate T&T?

What’s next?
The proposition piece will help guide 
exploration and feed into architecture, 
tone of voice, imagery etc.

The value of focus
In today’s changing world there’s one thing we 
value above everything else: focus.
Focus means we find the right answers to our clients’ most 
complex challenges. It means we can control cost and risk in 
the programmes we manage. It means we can do more with 
increasingly scarce resources.

At Turner & Townsend, our independence sharpens our focus. 
By collecting, aggregating and using the right data, and by 
connecting our global teams across sectors with the right discipline, 
we bring our clients the value of this focus.

Working together, we’ve helped make millions of people’s lives 
better, all over the world. Whether that’s by making their daily 
commute easier, removing a flood threat or delivering valuable 
energy more efficiently; we help our cities be fit for the future. 

Through the level of focus we deliver, our clients find success, every 
time, everywhere.
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The proof

As a services firm it is essential to quickly and 
simply clarify what you do and who you do it for. 
The focus of your business model and offer 
is clear when you speak to T&T but that isn’t 
coming through on the current website and in 
your messaging.
The insights
Case studies were the number one type of information 
requested overall from the top tasks questionnaire. 
Industry best practice was the number one type 
of information sought from clients. Sectors and services 
information was consistently in the Top 5 of information 
sought by all audiences as well. 
A recurring theme from the external interviews was that 
T&T struggled to deliver a consistent and concise message 
about what you do (and what you don’t). Our content audit 
also shows that your taxonomy for sectors and services 
overlaps and is confusing.
Simplicity is key here.

2
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The recommendations
If the core story, or proposition, is what sets you apart in 
the market, then client outcomes, sectors and locations 
linked to case studies and thought leadership are the  
proof-points of your capability, quality and reaching your 
strategic targets.

Recommended hierarchy for your service taxonomy

Issue one is making  
the complex simple

The decisions for you at this stage
Should the information hierarchy/priority be 
Client outcomes > Sectors > Locations?

What’s next?
Developing a site architecture and user 
experience that signposts and connects 
this content.

Surfacing and linking relevant case studies, 
thought leadership/industry best practice. 

We hide our light under a 
bushel – we need to stick a 
few more bulbs in so people 

can see us

1.
Outcomes

2.
Sectors

3.
Locations
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The priority

We want to communicate about T&T in the best 
way possible to the people that are most important  
to your business.
If you manage to get a key stakeholder to the site, 
we don’t want to lose them at the first moment 
because they can’t find what they’re looking for.
The insights
From the various user research exercises – interviews and 
surveys – we have identified what people are looking for 
and a number of frustrations in finding that information.
The recommendations
Changing and re-prioritising the hierarchy of the content 
and improving cross-linking and signposting will not only 
surface what’s important to T&T but also what’s important 
for your users.

3
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The decisions for you at this stage
Is this high-level architecture right for you 
(‘Services & Sectors’ would cover ‘client 
outcomes’ and case studies)?

What’s next?
Prioritising your audience will help to steer 
the experience we want to deliver.

Working through page labelling.

Insights

Locations

Services & 
Sectors

Media Careers

About us

High level site structure
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The quality

Giving people a reason to come back to a 
corporate website is tricky. With so much of a 
company’s website being static, people will often 
get the lowdown about an organisation – about us, 
history, the people, what they do etc. – and never 
venture onto the site again. 
It is also not a case of ‘build it and they will come’ 
– time and time again, we have seen organisations 
put so much effort into creating rich content and 
a great experience only for no one to view it.
The key to this is a combination of static, long-
term content and more timely, relevant updates 
that are promoted on and offsite.
The insights
In addition to your audiences wanting to understand who 
you are, what you do and have done, clients have also 
stated: “The latest industry thinking and best practice” 
as the most desired information. 

There’s the 
whole thought 

leadership piece

4
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The T&T International Construction Survey is one of the 
most popular publications and pieces of content for the 
year – another indication of T&T’s respected position 
in the industry.
There were a number of macro issues and trends that the 
groups in the workshop thought were pertinent, both to 
T&T and your clients.
The recommendations
These affinities around the issues that are affecting your 
industry and combined with business targets around 
working on the world’s biggest programmes, in the biggest 
hubs and with the biggest organisations can give you the 
foundation of a content strategy.

     Mega trends to focus on

We want to be 
synonymous with being 

industry changing

The decisions for you at this stage
Are these mega trends issues what you want 
to be known for?

What’s next?
Creating and organising your content around 
the business targets and priority issues will 
help steer architecture and measurement 
principles.

Priority focus for T&T
Cities of the future
Resource scarcity
Digital tech & services
Transport & infrastructure
Important to customers
Social expectations
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The action

T&T has long had a modest, hard-working 
ethic that has created your long standing client 
relationships and professional respect. 
We don’t want to change that. It’s in your 
commercial DNA and how you’ve been successful 
over many years. But there’s nothing wrong with 
sticking “a few more bulbs in so people can see” you.
You know the business world is changing – 
new sources of competition, exposure on new 
channels and regions, changes in communication 
behaviour, skills shortages – and with that there 
needs to be a few new fundamentals put in place.
The insights
The News and Publications section of the site is important as 
this is where your timely and thought leadership content is. This 
is reflected in the analytics, but the generation and management 
of content needs to change to maximise its impact. 
The current structure of the site is also confusing for users 
(and probably CMS users alike) with important and useful 
content like case studies being buried and the taxonomy 
and URL structure inconsistent.

We don’t want to 
create a machine 

which we can’t feed
5
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The recommendations
There needs to be a shift in mind set for T&T employees 
to understand the value of good content. 
Creating content for compelling case studies should become 
part of the project process. In addition, the issues that T&T 
wants to be known for need to have content and thought 
pieces generated around them on a more regular basis.
Obviously, this isn’t going to happen overnight but quick 
wins like creating an editorial calendar, deciding how you 
govern content and measuring and optimising it will help 
significantly without being over ambitious.
A crucial issue is whether T&T decides to create different 
language versions of the site – now or in the future – as 
this will have a large implication on time and budget. We 
recommend that you only translate the country specific 
contact pages at this stage and decide on whether to create 
Chinese or Spanish sites strategically.

The decisions for you at this stage
How many languages do you need to 
produce content in?
How will T&T manage the content lifecycle?
Does this measurment framework work 
for you?

What’s next?
Deciding on how much and what type of 
content is going to possible on an ongoing 
basis will help define and design the site 
experience.

40+32+24+4
Relevant country-specific pages – 40%
Top pages – 32%
Full website – 24%
Homepage – 4%

Extent of translation requested

44+9+7+5+4+3+3+3+2+2+2+1+1+1+1+12
UK – 44%
US – 9%
Australia – 7%

Canada – 3%

Netherlands – 1.4%

India – 5%

UAE – 3%

Malaysia – 1.2%

South Africa – 4%

Singapore – 2%

Brazil – 1.1%

Germany – 3%

Ireland – 1.5%

Hong Kong – 2%

China – 1.1%
Rest of world – 14%

Locations of website visits
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1
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Stakeholder 
interviews
Key findings from the 
stakeholder interviews
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What we found
You’ve got some new competitors in your space 
– the big management consultancy firms. These 
companies invest heavily in their brands: they 
are ‘slick’. 
T&T needs to rise to the challenge – by focusing 
on what makes you different. You’re a niche player. 
You value your independence and delivering great 
outcomes for your clients – quality essentially. 
The website is important to you because it needs to: 
1.  Simply state what you do – in a way that differentiates 

you from your competitors.
2.  Recruit the right people – so you can continue  

to compete by having executional capability.
3.  Keep T&T front of mind – making sure your prospects 

and clients are abreast of your thought leadership.
4.  Provide a clear call to action for prospects and clients 

to get in contact with T&T.
Issues we need to address
1.  The T&T Way needs more definition before it can be a 

core communication asset.
2.  Governance of content is critical to the project, and 

maintaining differentiation and  competitive advantage 
moving forward. 

3.  Languages are an issue that needs to be resolved early 
in this project.
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Who we’ve  
spoken to...
Vince Clancy, Murray Rowden, David 
Rokesky, Neil Bullen, Graham Thomson and 
Peter Cummings.
These interviews took place over the course of 
August and September 2015. They took between 
30 minutes and 45 minutes and were based on 
an agreed discussion guide. 

We’re winning  
against The Big 4,  
and it’s on quality
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What are your big challenges forthe site?
We’re trying to position ourselves in the 
capital programmes space. 
There’s the whole thought leadership piece.
Another big piece is the recruitment side, 
fuelling the growth.
We need to consider multi-language.
There is a transactional part of the site that is 
important. 
We have a very large audience across almost 
every sector.
We need to be consistently different.
What’s the business focused on? 
Strategy is about footprint and reputation for 
big critical stuff. 
In the past we’ve been seen as technical, now 
it’s about outcomes for clients.
We’re independent, all we do is commercial 
management – no conflict.
The risks – around execution and not able to 
build capability.
What’s the T&T culture like? 
Driven by the success we create for our clients.
We integrate services and solutions for the 
client – this goes across the world.
We are one business, as opposed to many 
business units. 

We are very prudent from a financial 
perspective cash rich, long-term view. We’re 
active around risk.
Ferocious appetite for new initiatives, we’re 
growth orientated. Focussed and curious. 
Who are your competitors?
Big 4 are coming in our space – it’s uplifting 
the space. A lot of what we’ve done in the 
past is commoditised by clients.
Why do people come here?
We have a good reputation for growth, that’s 
gaining market traction. 
They join the place to get the experience – a 
good place to learn and international. 
Very easy to have a UK conversation – but 
60% of our business is abroad.
Governance
We don’t want to create a machine, which 
we can’t feed.  
One thing we need to focus on?
It has to have connectivity.
Its got to explain a lot of what we do and 
who we are. 
A step change in recruitment.
The simpler it is the better.
Issue one is making the complex simple.

Vince Clancy – CEO
“ It’s more about us growing up as a company – we need to 
fill out the muscle – more about execution capability.”

“We’re winning against the big 4, and its on quality.”
“ We are connected. From a client perspective ‘I get the same 
approach where ever I go.’”
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We need to position ourselves around major 
capital programmes, asset management too.
It’s about reputation and delivery style.
We want to be synonymous with being 
industry changing. To deliver exceptional 
performance – with data at the heart of the 
site. Data and insight needs to drip from 
the website.
What do you need from the website?
Personality needs to be clear and who to 
contact, thematic to market place trends, 
needs to have humans involved.
A real showcase, dealing with complexity 
and scale, from initiation to operational 
readiness through the whole lifecycle 
Global infrastructure growth strategy.
Society – CSR pillars – we add to society in 
terms of what we do – they are economic 
enablers – key economic policies.
We need to cover the build phase and live 
phase too. 
How we live our attributes and values – clear 
up job needed.
How do we meet our commitments? 
Standard systems and processes and people. 
Surround sound of insight, complexity. 
The people who are participating need to be 
on the site.

Competitors
PwC, EY, McKinsey, Boston Consulting 
Group – they compete on brand and 
capability. They will not bother with going 
into the turn-key operational stuff. For them 
it’s all about the brand: slick, intelligent.
The front end. 
Systems and tools – Mace, Ch2.
We collaborate with them. 
What are your differentiators?
They (management consultancies) don’t 
have the data and discipline, the knowledge, 
supply chain knowledge they’re just the tip 
of the iceberg.
Unique style, unique quality, being 
independent, I can work with them, and 
collaborate with them.
It’s about demonstrating it. 
Governance 
Is this currently happening? No. 
At the end we encourage quality. 
‘Openly intelligent’.
It needs to be more up to date, progressive 
for insight and knowledge.

Murray Rowden – 
MD, Infrastructure

“ The T&T Way is how we do business. It’s a code.  
How does the website convey the T&T Way?”

“ If someone is looking at our website does it being  
our attributes to life?”

“We need to be openly intelligent.”
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What’s the motivator?
We bang on about the size of the company. 
People don’t join us for the salary. It’s the 
badge of honour: “They’re working on the 
Shard/ Dubai airport”  We have a clear 
message about working with the best clients 
in the world, but ‘you can do this’ is a more 
difficult message.  
Actually we don’t apologise for being client- 
centric, but the big issue is the projects. 
 We’re now a global organisation. 
What are the barriers? 
My biggest concern is that we oversell the 
job. We oversell it because our message is not 
consistent. We’re a client-facing organisation 
and a people organisation second. 
We miss a piece of the story. We say we do it 
all for the clients but we don’t attach the end 
product, why we do what we do. 
What’s the culture like at T&T?
The culture is entrepreneurial – it’s a broad 
statement. Basically, if you work hard and 
deliver for clients and the business you will 
be rewarded. 
The competition and market for talent
We’re becoming a big fish in a bigger pond
It feels like we’re a stepping-stone to KPMG. 

Aspiration for the website
Imagery: it doesn’t have our real people in it. 
People need to be on the site. 
Making that seamless journey from the 
beginning to making that choice to press 
that apply button. 
It’s incestuous the industry, so we need to 
make sure they have a good experience, no 
matter the outcome, because they might be 
the right person in a couple of years time.
Applicant tracking system
Turbo recruit – recruit advantage. Through 
haste and frustration he put it in place 
in AUS. Is it fit for purpose? Not at the 
moment. 
How does your work drive the 2020 vision?
Our attributes need to be in the journey 
on the way in. There’s currently nothing 
saying: this is what we’re about, these are our 
behaviours. Our attributes need to stand out 
in our communications. 
The T&T way (what do you do when you go 
into the client office) is defined, connecting 
it with the organisation is the task for HR. 
How do you govern content currently? 
From a resource perspective, we should be 
working it daily, but we are far from getting 
to that level. Understands that the right 
processes need to be in place.

David Rokesky – 
HR Director

“ There’s us and so many other people out there competing 
for the same people.”

“At the moment we do not have a brand or message.”
“ Needs to be driven towards the more emotional level.” 
“ We make sure the building happens. We’re affecting 
people’s lives.”
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We’re in a process of change and I’m part of 
the simplification process. 
We do project programme and cost – that’s 
what we do. Independence is a great asset.
The people bit – employees and potential 
employees – this is important.
The website, what role does it have?
The window to the world, the first point of 
contact. We need to make this somewhere 
that people are drawn to. As part of that 
first. Defines the brand, the aura, the first 
impression. Helps to create an image.
It needs to become a sticky site that people 
want to come to – there’s knowledge, there’s 
intel, etc – this exists.
What is the company proposition?
We’ve tried to be all things to all people, we 
now need to pick a horse and back it. 
Fundamental shift is that we’re providing an 
outcome for our clients. Client outcomes are 
the things we want to be famous for.  
  
 

Who’s the competition?
Five years ago it was the commercial – EC 
Harris, etc. and the big engineers. Today, 
it’s PwC etc and on the property side 
companies like JLLs.
Should people have a place on the site? 
The people dimension is important for 
emotional side of the business and the 
proposition.  
Global sector leads should have real insights 
into the marketplaces they are in. We need 
to get our Data specialists out there, and 
economists too.  
What are the blockers to creating content?
Starts with leadership. We’re not sponsoring 
it as an executive. We don’t know how 
important it is – what’s the right balance? 
Process too cumbersome. We need 
encouragement not governance. The process 
needs to be much quicker and lighter touch.
In a nutshell?
We have to be bold – our brand is 
conservative, too traditional.

Neil Bullen – 
MD, Business Generation

“ It’s all about partnership, collaboration, peer to peer,  
this is where the market is going.”

“ We need to work on the emotional connection with clients 
and let them shine.”

“ Every client is trying to deliver their programme and 
improve their programme – it is constant change.”
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T&T needs to say something to the outside 
world to create a much more globally 
accepted company. 
All three sectors should have the same look 
and feel. Should not be dominated by local 
issues of the UK. More visuals than words, 
it’s quite wordy and dense at the moment.
People in Chevron in Thailand for example 
don’t know how to contact us. 
Recruiting the best people
Our portfolio is pretty special, technical 
people like to work on good projects. Long 
life as well, these projects last 6-8 years. 
One of the greatest challenges is finding 
management talent. 
Gathering of data and benchmarking
We provide people, technology, experience 
capability and data. Value for money from 
all three. The more package the more value.  
My sponsor in BP thought of us as life 
cycle data management, consultancy 
and when decommissioning. Good at 
holding and managing the data and the 
decommissioning. The message is now the 
same in infrastructure and property. 
Languages
In certain areas site should be more multi-
lingual. Probably only five languages, give 

them an opportunity where we do have a 
lot of work and intent to do more. Spanish 
(Mexico and LATAM)/Portuguese (Angola, 
Mozambique). 
Social and thought leadership
Too reserved in that area, would like to be in 
the latest space. There is a way of controlling 
it. Currently seen as a burden, need to land 
on it now. 
We come from a technology basis in oil & 
gas. Other sectors are catching up. Need to 
take a leap with what’s happening out there. 
One piece of advice for the website relaunch
Don’t be distracted by all the wants and 
needs of people. A lot of people will go into 
the depths of the one offs. 
Region vs. Sector 
Now we need to strengthen the sectors. 
The culture at T&T is changing from 
region being more dominant and sectors 
secondary. 
Regions are there to do the job. Now the 
Sectors get more prominence.
We are global now.  Working harder on the 
Sectors and have the visibility of our clients. 

Graham Thomson – 
Chairman, nat. resources

“ If you sell the person $2-3, if you sell the computer box $6.  
If you sell the data sets you will get $9.”

“ The biggest issue is being outward facing, a more 
professional appearance, getting people to come to T&T.”
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How can digital support your role?
The internet is the go to port for information 
gathering – for some one who does not 
really know us – the shop window of the 
business, across our breadth of offer.
Showcasing  - clarify on what we actually do. 
Clear signposting to a client contact.
How is T&T perceived in the market place?
Not sure we’re perceived at all 
Certain pockets of it are perhaps. 
If you think of brand awareness, if you think 
about consultants working in our space. You 
would not think of us.
Hugely changing marketing and industry – 
the type of talent we’re trying to attract. We 
need to keep it simple – they need to get it 
within a couple of seconds of visit our site.
What are the two or three things T&T 
should be known for?
The two or three things T&T should be 
known for, well our clients want two things: 
1.  What will their project or programme 

actually cost?
2.  What are the risks that will impact  

their project?
For example Pharma will not see the impact 
on them from cross rail, but T&T will see it. 

HR Perspective 
Grads of this year are completely different to 
the graduates of 20 years ago. Their access to 
data etc. is in realtime. We need to keep up 
with the changing market.
Grads want a decent training plan. 
First horizon – getting their APC and 
approved ICS. 
More seasoned – looking for opportunities 
to become leaders, more prestigious clients 
work jobs, international opportunities
Culture at T&T 
It’s fab – I’ve been here 14 years. There’s 
direct access to the people who set the 
direction. We’re always challenging 
ourselves 
Differentiation in the marketplace
Our peer group is very different to what it’s a 
couple of years ago. 
Very customer-centric business. We want to 
understand the issues and go away and solve 
it. We need to make sure we’ve got the data 
behind it all. 
For our global clients they still see us as a 
UK business. Looking at the US market 
or the Asian market this could be seen as 
a weakness. 

Peter Cummings – 
Property Representative

“ We need to arm clients so they can go into the 
marketplace with open eyes.” 

“ We hide our light under a bushel – we need to stick a few 
more bulbs in so people can see us.”

“ Clients want certainty of outcome or all the challenges  
they will face.”
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Proposition 
workshop
Overview of the brand 
and story workshop
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T&T operates within an increasingly complex 
industry that is affected by many competing 
factors. Many of these global macro issues will 
have long standing effects and will affect you 
and your clients at different time scales.
The macro issues we looked at were:
• Cities of the future
• Social expectations
• Climate change
• Resource scarcity
• Changing living habits
• New business models
• Changing workplaces
• Digital tech and services
• Transport and infrastructure
• Changing workforce

Megatrend 
prioritisation
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The prioritisation exercise identified a number of issues 
that T&T felt are more pertinent to them and their clients, 
with a number become increasingly important as time 
goes on.
Focusing on these issues could help T&T position 
themselves as thought leaders within these areas and help 
raise reputation and direct content strategy.
Priority focus for T&T
• Cities of the future
• Resource scarcity
• Digital tech and services
• Transport and infrastructure

Important to T&T
• Changing workforce
• Changing workplace

Important to customers
• Social expectations
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Key
Cities of the future
Social expectations
Climate change
Resource scarcity
Changing living habits
New business models
Changing workplaces
Digital tech and services
Transport and infrastructure
Changing workforce
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Workshop capture
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Important to your customers
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Looking at the competitors within T&T’s 
industry, it helps us to see the positions that are 
already congested within your market. Thinking 
about this when developing your own proposition 
will steer you in creating differentiation.
The peers and competitors we looked at were:

Plotting T&T on this spectrum surfaced a 
number of different ideas and positions that 
could help differentiate your proposition.

Archetype plotting 
exercise
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Different peers and competitors are at differing 
points along their own life cycle in terms of the 
proposition that they offer. Somes of T&T’s peers, 
such as Arup and Deloitte, feel like they have 
much more purpose to their business beyond just 
providing and product or service; much of it to do 
with their ethos and vision. Down at the base of 
the pyramid, CBRE and CH2M are providing a 
consistent quality of product, but not much else in 
way of differentiation in the market.
With T&T’s heritage and capabilities there is 
the potential to provide more than just a quality 
assured service and building partnerships that will 
appeal not only at a functional level but also help 
audiences – customers, jobseekers and employees 
alike – to trust you.

Evolution of 
differentiation
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Purposeful 
business

Emotive brand

Helpful service 

Consistent product
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Full capture of the narrative writing exercise 
can be found in the appendix. Here we have 
assimilated the feedback from the workshop to 
show the affinities and where the proposition 
could go.
Motivation
• Finding innovative solutions to complex 

challenges
• Dealing with the macro issues affecting clients 

and contemporary issues – e.g. future cities, 
resource scarcity

• Building trustworthy relationships with clients 
– they trust T&T to reduce risk and do more 
with less

• Improving project outcomes with intelligence
• Always growing and developing – talent and 

experience

Writing your 
narrative
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Purpose
• Allowing clients to do their jobs
• Assurance, confidence and certainty on projects
• Make the programme simpler, sustainable and 

more efficient

Vision
• To be the leading capital programmes 

professional service provider operating across 
property, infrastructure and natural resources 

Advantage
• Independent consultancy
• The data T&T has built and how you use it
• Connected business – global experience, 

local implementation
• Strong management and leadership
• Trusted relationships with clients in diverse 

sectors and services

Credibility
• Proof points in experience – xx number 

of projects, awards, qualified people etc.
• Have a commercial DNA
• Industry influencers and thought leaders
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User surveys

Findings from the user 
interviews and questionnaires
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Survey analysis

Two surveys were distributed to real users. 
The stakeholder questionnaire and the top 
tasks survey gathering over 100 responses from 
internal and external stakeholders. 
Top tasks survey
The top task survey was designed so that respondents 
answered questions according to three types of 
audience-led scenario. From the point of view of ‘general 
information’, ‘jobseeking’ and ‘finding a supplier’. 
Both internal and external stakeholders received the same 
questions so it is useful to see if there is any correlation 
between what is important to people at T&T and people 
outside of T&T. Clients (past and present) were the largest 
external sample (17%).

73+15+3+6+2+1 Employees – 59

Total – 81 respondents

Clients – 12

Previous clients – 2

Graduates – 5

Experienced professional – 1

Other – 2
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General information
When visiting turnerandtownsend.com, what information 
do you look for?

Recruitment information
If you were looking to work for Turner & Townsend, what 
information would you look for on its website?

Case 
studies

Industry 
thinking

Contact 
details

Vacancies

Career paths

CultureWhere to apply
International opportunities

Locations
Benefits

Country specific contacts

Important to external stakeholders

Important to external stakeholders
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Services

Events

Sectors

Careers

CSR

Locations

News
People

Internal priorities:
1.  Project information 

and case studies 
(258)

2. People (240)
3.  News and corporate 

updates (237)
4. Services (233)
5. Sectors (223)
6. Locations (211)
7.  Industry thinking 

and best practice 
(200)

8. CSR (189)
9. Careers (168)
10.  Contact details 

(135)
11. Events (119)

External priorities:
1.  Industry thinking 

and best practice 
(84)

2.  Project information 
and case studies (76)

3.  Contact details (66)
4. Services (65)
5. Sectors (49)
6. People (45)
7.  News and corporate 

updates (41)
8. Events (39)
9. Locations (29)
10. CSR (25)
11. Careers (10)

Internal priorities:
1. Job vacancies (328)
2. Career paths (294)
3. Culture (256)
4.  Where to apply 

(247)
5.  International 

opportunities (231)
6. People (225)
7. Locations (205)
8. Benefits (186)
9.  Country specific 

contacts (146)

External priorities:
1. Job vacancies (96)
2. Culture (68)
3. Locations (63)
4. Where to apply (62)
5. Career paths (61)
=6.  Country specific 

contacts, benefits 
(58)

8.  International 
opportunities (57)

9. People (51)

People
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Supplier information
When assessing a company as a potential supplier or 
partner, what are you looking to do on their website?

Important to external stakeholders

Im
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Find data & 
benchmark 
info

Past experience
Services and sectors

Corporate 
company 
info

Country 
contacts

Find 
People

Verify 
bid 
info

Internal priorities:
1.   Corporate and company 

info (265)
2. Services & Sectors (249)
3. Past experience (240)
4.  Find data and 

benchmarking info (213)
=5.  People, Country 

Contacts (193)
7.  Verify bid information 

(191)

External priorities:
1.  Find data and 

benchmarking info (93)
2. Past experience (83)
=3.  Services & Sectors, 

Country contacts (81)
5. People (78) 
6.  Corporate and company 

info (74)
7. Verify bid information (68)

Stakeholder questionnaire
The stakeholder questionnaire received 29 respondents. 
A lot of the questions were open-ended answers so we have 
pulled out the affinities for the research and quantified 
some important points.
We can see that Clients (prospective and present) are 
viewed as the most important user of the site so this 
audience should be prioritised and combined with the 
top task external priorities requirements.
Jobseekers and current employees are also an important 
user base.
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Languages
All except one respondent thought that multiple languages 
were important for the new site to varying degrees 
of extensity. 
We have also included location and language analytics 
here from the current site. The decision to incorporate 
languages must be decided up front as it will have 
dramatic implications upon the build. Cost of translation 
and ongoing resources should also be taken into account 
when deciding on the extensity of the languages.

36+18+16+9+6+4+3+2+2+2+2
Potential clients – 47
Clients – 23
Jobseekers – 21

Media – 4

Employees – 12

Students – 3

Competitors – 8

Industry professionals – 3

Contractors/partners – 5

Acquisition targets – 2

Who do you think are the key users for turnerandtownsend.com?
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Requested languages
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40+32+24+4
Relevant country-specific pages – 40%
Top pages – 32%
Full website – 24%
Homepage – 4%

Extent of translation requested

44+9+7+5+4+3+3+3+2+2+2+1+1+1+1+12
UK – 44%
US – 9%
Australia – 7%

Canada – 3%

Netherlands – 1.4%

India – 5%

UAE – 3%

Malaysia – 1.2%

South Africa – 4%

Singapore – 2%

Brazil – 1.1%

Germany – 3%

Ireland – 1.5%

Hong Kong – 2%

China – 1.1%
Rest of world – 14%

Locations of website visits

Recommendation
While people feel languages are important for giving scale 
of T&T’s offer, translating the full site into more than 10 
languages is not feasible or necessary.
Currently (according to your website) you operate in 
38 different countries with 17 national languages spoken. 
Looking at the analytics in combination with the language 
request we would recommend that you translate the 
relevant, country specific pages into national languages.
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The majority of your site traffic (over 70%) are from 
countries/territories where English is the primary 
language. 
Translating any more than this would have a couple 
of implications moving forward:
• Time, cost and people to translate content on an 

ongoing basis
• Having the full site translated would indicate that 

you have fluent capability in that language in all 
services/sectors

If there is a business need for a full translation into a 
specific language, this should be done on an strategic basis.

What are your favourite websites to use in  
a professional context?
There were over 30 unique websites quoted as being used 
in a professional context or for inspiration in terms of 
design or good utility purposes.
The websites that were used in a professional context were:
• Client’s websites
• Peer’s/Competitor’s websites (Land Securities, Arup, 

Realys, HOK)
• Professional services firms (PwC, Deloitte, McKinsey & 

Company, EY, KPMG)
• Industry news/news sites (Building.co.uk, Meed.com, 

Infrastructure intelligence, BBC)
• Thought leadership articles (LinkedIn)
• Sector specific information (BHP Billiton, Cairn Energy, 

Wood MacKenzie, General Electric, Chevron)
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The websites that were stated for inspiration or utility 
purposes:
• Experience (AirBnB, Microsoft Stories, Armani Frames 

of Life, Freelancer.com, Amazon)
• Content/utility (Axelos, Google, Skyscanner, Wikipedia, 

Law firms, Atlassian, LinkedIn)

How could the website support you in your  
day-to-day role?
From the open-ended answers in the user questionnaire 
the following stood out strongly.

What are your top three frustrations with the 
current website?

Provide (prospective) 
clients with a quick, 

understandable overview 
of what T&T does

Too much content Dated design and 
not mobile ready

Tricky navigation
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What do you think are Turner & Townsend’s key 
competitive advantages? What are the three main 
reasons you would recommend that someone join 
Turner & Townsend?

How would you describe the culture at  
Turner & Townsend?

Collaborative

Fun

Hard working

Professional

Our clients Independence

The projectsThe opportunities

Global

Our people
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Recommendations
Taking into account the feedback from the surveys and 
questionnaires the following audiences and content  
should be prioritised:

Audience priority
Clients – prospective or current

Jobseekers – graduate or 
experienced

Employees

Language choices
Full site – English

Country specific pages – regional 
language

Strategic decisions – Chinese 
and Spanish

Content priority
Case studies

Thought leadership/industry 
best practice

Data

Services and sectors

Vacancies

Culture

Experience inspiration
Peers/Competitors websites

Professional services firms

Industry news/news sites

Slick experience 

Useful functionality
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What do your  
users say?
In addition to the user questionnaire, we 
conducted user interviews, to get further,  
in-depth insights into the needs of your users. 
We interviewed a variety of individuals across 
your key audiences: your employees, graduates, 
clients and partners (eg: UK Green Building 
Council). Here are some of the key findings...

 Who do I need to speak to, 
about sector experience,  

or the service offer?

What are their specific 
services within the projects – 
I’m not sure what they are 

doing? Are they doing project 
management, programme 
management or portfolio 

management?
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It would have been useful to see the 
next level down eg. Leaders of the 

sectors rather than people who are not 
necessarily working day-to-day in the 

office, who is running the Industry 
sections, the Divisions, the Projects etc.

I would like to know the 
global footprint, in every 
country T&T operate in

I couldn’t find 
anything about 

innovation
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T&T came to us with  
a distinct proposition, 

showing clear benefits – this 
isn’t reflected on the site, 

what makes T&T distinct 
from other competitors?

The project information isn’t 
very broad, I found out a lot 

more once I started

I am aware that T&T is 
market lead on the oil sector, 

this doesn’t show
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What do your  
users say?
Key findings 
These are some of the areas we will clarify with 
you in the next phase of the project. 

1. Your audiences are unclear as to what you do – 
the information is business focused, not  
user-focused  
We need to clearly differentiate the T&T position 
in the marketplace. The messaging (especially 
around projects) is complicated – too detailed in 
places, and missing vital project information in 
others – it’s not demonstrative or timely (projects 
span over time, but the website doesn’t allow for 
these milestones to be surfaced effectively). 
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2. Global and local call-to-actions and innovation/ 
thought-leadership is lacking 
Your users want to find out about project team 
contacts, and potential employees and graduates 
want to know who they will be working with. 
Consider your innovation/thought-leadership 
content - as currently valuable research is not 
being surfaced effectively (and not enough 
thought-leadership content is being produced). 

3. Clear, outcome-focused language  
Highlighting simple data (such as regional 
footprints and numbers of employees) and 
clarifying your site taxonomy will go a long way 
towards to answering the questions your users are 
asking, and to communicating your offer more 
successfully online. 
If you want to cater to a global audience through 
language-specific content in the near future, we 
need to start planning and resourcing for this. 
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How should we 
organise content?
Your website taxonomy 
The way you present information on the site is 
currently quite complicated. Expertise and Sector 
classification is not aligned. 
They also don’t fully integrate with your 
overarching Industry Sectors (Property, 
Infrastructure and Natural Resources). 

There is too much 
information, too 

detailed, that misses 
some basics...

Complicated 
descriptions  

of what we do
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Sectors
We would also recommend streamlining 
the list to include fewer areas within the 
Sectors.

We would suggest simplifying the taxonomy 
which would take into consideration the 
IBC Sector classification model, as well as 
commonly searched terms and unify the 
names used across Sectors and Expertise. 

We would also recommend streamlining 
the list to include fewer areas within the 
Sectors. Currently T&T have 35 sectors/
experience areas (as a comparison, your 
competitors, Mace have 12, whilst Arup 
have 18).

Expertise
Expertise will be demonstrated through 
content. It’s more important to give your 
users a means of finding case studies 
through Services, Sectors and Location.  
A unified taxonomy will bring focus  
to the online experience.

Services
Your service taxonomy is quite diverse. 
The services fall within ‘overarching’ 
areas of planning, advisory/consultancy, 
management, design, development 
and monitoring.

Is there a user-need to sub-categorise to 
communicate organisational capability 
effectively, or would the high-level taxonomy 
be enough to give your users an idea of what 
T&T can offer? 
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Technical audit

Technical findings and 
recommendations for 
your technology.
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It’s all fine.

We asked your technical team a range of 
questions, covering dependencies and third 
party services, social media, user managed and 
generated content, exiting technologies, hosting 
and analytics packages.
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This is what we found
• Third party feeds: your website does not have any 

dependencies or connect with any third parties.
•  Social feeds: your website will only require a standard 

twitter feed.
• User managed or generated content: your website does 

not need to integrate with an external database or CRM.
• Existing technology: T&T has a staging server –  

staging.turnerandtownsend.com
• Cookies: you have an existing cookie policy – this is 

posted at turnerandtownsend.com/132.html
• Google Analytics: this is already in place. 
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Measurement 
framework
A recommendation of 
what and how to measure 
the performance of the 
new website.



Based on your business goals, we have defined 
KPIs for measuring the effectiveness of the website. 
Measurement is crucial on an ongoing basis in order to 
optimise the experience – to find out what is working, 
what isn’t, where more emphasis should be placed and 
creating new features such as language support. It is not just 
about the collection of data, but analysing and reporting on 
it in a meaningful way. Web analytics is only part of the 
measurement piece but it’s what we can monitor and control.
We believe that measurement should align to business 
objectives. While visits to the website are not a direct 
indicator of ‘working with the top corporates’ (for instance) 
we can establish measures towards ongoing performance 
that align to established priorities.

What you measure should align against 
business objectives

To be the leading capital programmes 
professional service provider operating across 
property, infrastructure and natural resources

The world’s largest programmes
Working for the world’s top corporate companies

Clear market leadership in our key hubs

eg. staff numbers, client retention 
rates, client satisfaction rates

eg. staff numbers, turnover, 
growth percentage

Your business objectives should break 
down into goals

Your goals should have KPIs set 
against them

Metrics inform the KPIs
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Business 
objectives

To be the leading capital programmes professional service 
provider, operating across property, infrastructure and 

natural resources.

Goals The world’s largest 
programmes

Working for the 
world’s top corporate

companies
Clear market 

leadership in our 
key hubs

KPIs
Number of staff

Number of offices
Sector growth

Number of top 
corporates working 

with
Client satisfaction 

and retention

Number of key hubs 
working in

Regional growth
Regional revenue

Metrics

Web analytics 
indicators

Website metrics

Staff count, office 
number count, 

growth percentage

Visits to key  
areas/pages:

Services, Sectors, 
Thought leadership, 
Careers, Regional 

pages, Search 
ranking

Session count, 
page views, dwell 
time, downloads, 
applications, CTR

Client count, client 
satisfaction surveys

Visits to key  
areas/pages:

Services, Sectors, 
Thought leadership, 
Careers, Regional 

pages, Search 
ranking

Session count, 
page views, dwell 
time, downloads, 
applications, CTR

Key hub count, 
growth percentage, 

revenue

Sessions from key 
hub locations

Search ranking

Session count, 
page views, dwell 
time, downloads, 
applications, CTR
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What’s next?

Now we’ve finished discovery, 
what happens? 
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Putting the plan 
into action
Now we have finished the discovery phase, we 
have created a platform to explore  
creative possibilities.
What we found: 
We feel that the key to the success of the development of 
the T&T site is addressing the following factors:
1.  The difference – Telling a compelling story for T&T and 

your website.
2.  The proof – Providing clarity on what you do and who 

you do it for.
3.  The priority – Creating an audience-centric experience.
4.  The quality – Posting content that will keep 

people coming back.
5.  The action – Changing the mind set  

of T&T content creators.

So, what happens now?
• T&T Feedback on discovery report 
• RY write creative brief
• Further exploration of site taxonomy
• Content planning and sitemap
• Clickable wireframe sketches and interviews
• Creative exploration of solutions.
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Thank you.
If you have any questions regarding the discovery 
report please get in touch.
Kind regards
George Butler 
Lead Digital Consultant 
g.butler@ry.com  
+44 (0)20 7033 0700


